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Let us restore radiant health in your life today! 
Experience the benefits of Relax Energy's pure far infrared light for healing. At 95% pure far infrared 
light, the Relax Energy's Far Infrared generators deliver the highest level of far infrared light for puri
fying the body and cleansing the mind. If you research other infrared light emitters, you will find they 

are not as effective, only generating between 36-62% far infrared light. 

Relax Energy is more "natural" than other infrared: Emitting the right frequencies that reso
nate with the cells of your body, increasing core temperature, creating more Free Oxygen, 
mobilizing the lymph, and thus detoxifying cells and increasing assimilation of nutrients. 

The superior design of The Relax Energy technology starts with its precisely designed •••••••• 
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Semi-Conductor Chip. This design has won international awards for its innovation and •••••••• 
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ability (bypassing Planck's radiation law) to produce over 95% pure far infrared light, thus, ·
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generating therapeutic chi energy, (which is thought to be impossible.) ............... 1 

semi-conductor chip 

There is something very different and more uplifting about the Relax Energy than any other Infrared emitters. 
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The Relax Company: Look at our other Relax Products: 
The Relax Far-Infrared Home Sweaters ! 

At the last 4 Best Answer for Cancer Conferences, we have sold about 100 Relax Far Infrared Home
Sweaters. There are many medical practitioners now promoting and selling them to their patients. Please 
view our 500 Video Testimonies on youtube, attesting to the incrediblebenefits that have been received -

from "feeling better" to "dissipating health conditions"- some of which have been chronic. 

Far-Infrared Technology has been researched in Japan's medical hospitals for over 40 years, and 

found to alleviate aliments such as Radiation Sickness, Rheumatoid Arthritis, Fibromyalgia , Crohn's 

Disease, Lyme Disease, Duodenal Ulcers, High Blood Pressure, Pain, Swelling, and Sleep Disorders. 

For more information on the Relax sauna, contact: 


